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Abstract

The proce-ss of oxygenic photosynthesis is vital

to life on Earth.

the central event

in photosynthesis is light induced electron transfer that converts light into energy for

growth. Of particular significance is the membrane bound multisubunit protein known as
Photosystem I (PSI).

PSI is a reaction centre that is responsible for the transfer of

electrons across the membrane to reduce NADP+ to NADPH. The recent publication of a
high resolution X-ray structure of PSI has shown new information about the structure, in
particular the electron transfer cofactors, which allows us to study it in more detail.
In PSI, the secondary acceptor is crucial for forward electron transfer. In this
thesis, the effect of removing the native acceptor phylloquinone and replacing it with a
series of structurally related quinones was investigated via transient electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments. The orientation of non native quinones in
the binding site and their ability to function in the electron transfer process was
determined.

It was found that PSI will readily accept alkyl naphthoquinones and
anthraquinone.

Q band EPR experiments revealed that the non-native quinones are

incorporated into the binding site with the same orientation of the headgroup as in the
native system. X band EPR spectra and deuteration experiments indicate that monosubstituted naphthoquinones are bound to the A l site with their side group in the position
occupied by the methyl group in native PSI (meta to the hydrogen bonded carbonyl
oxygen). X band EPR experiments show that 2, 3- disubstituted methyl naphthoquinones
are also incorporated into the Al site in the same orientation as phylloquinone, even with
the presence of a halogen- or sulfur-containing side chain in the position normally
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occupied by the phytyl tail of phylloquinone. The exception to this is 2-bromo-3-methyl
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naphthoquinone which has a poorly resolved spectrum, making determination of the
orientation difficuh.

All of the non-native quinones studied act as efficient electron acceptors.
However, forward electron transfer past the quinone could only be demonstrated for
anthraquinone, which has a more negative midpoint potential than phylloquinone. In the
case of anthraquinone, an increased rate of forward electron transfer compared to native
PSI was found. From these results we can conclude that the rate of electron transfer from

A l to Fx in native PSI lies in the normal region of the Marcus Curve.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Evolution of Photosynthesis
Photosynthesis is arguably the most important process on Earth. This is a bold
statement, perhaps, but consider the following: Without photosynthesis, life as we know
it would not exist. Initially the atmosphere of the Earth was anaerobic and the bacteria
that existed used compounds such as hydrogen sulfide, H2S, instead of water to convert
light from the sun into energy to growl, 2. These anaerobic bacteria were able to survive
in the oxygen-free atmosphere but it made the existence of aerobic species impossible.
Then an early ancestor of modem photosynthetic organisms evolved the ability to use
water as a reductant in photosynthesis, releasing oxygen as a waste productl~ 2. Since

there was abundance of water available, much more than H2 S, and water was found
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literally everywhere, the oxygen-evolving bacteria thrived and in short, began to take
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over. The bad news was that oxygen is a strong oxidant and was poisonous to most other
organisms, except for those which were able to adapt and develop defenses against its
damaging effects. This was a turning point for life on Earth, as the atmosphere became
oxygenated it set the stage for the development of life as we know if. A few species of
46

anaerobic bacteria retreated to sulfur springs and other locations without oxygen--where
they are still found today--and early aerobic bacteria began the process of evolving into
modern cyanobacteria2 • It is thought that the chloroplasts of higher plants and algae
evolved by 'engulfmg' oxygen-evolving bacteria, which explains why the process is so
2

similar in eukaryotic photosynthetic organisms and oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria

•

Photosynthesis has been around a lot longer than we have, and it is vitally
important for life, yet despite its importance many details remain poorly understood. The
process of photosynthesis can be described very simply in a one line equation13 :

However, the apparent simplicity of this reaction is deceptive. Photosynthesis
requires a series of reactions that have been termed light and dark 13 •

A closer

examination of the structure of photosynthetic organisms reveals that all contain either
one or two protein complexes known as reaction centres.

It is here where the light

reactions of photosynthesis take place. In oxygenic photosynthetic organisms there are
two reaction centres which are referred to as Photosystem I and II. Anaerobic bacteria
have only one reaction centre2 • The reaction centres in these species of bacteria are either
of the type I or type II variety, in analogy to Photosystem I and II in oxygenic syste~.
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Type I and Type II Reaction Centres
Type I reaction centres are also known as Iron-sulfur type reaction centres, and
type II are also called Quinone-type reaction centres47 • All photosynthetic organisms
contain either a Type I reaction centre, a Type II reaction centre, or both. In higher plants
and cyanobacteria the two types of reaction centres (Photosystem I and Photosystem II)
are found embedded in the thylakoid membrane3 •
organisms the thylakoid is located in the cWoroplasts.

In eukaryotic photosynthetic
Type I reaction centres are

characterized by the 4Fe4S clusters that make up part of the electron transfer chain47 .
Type II reaction centres have a mobile quinone molecule that acts as an electron shuttle4 .
The two types of reaction centres are shown in the following cartoon.

Type I

Type II

4Mn
Photosystem I

Photosystem II
I

Green-Sulphur Bacteria

Cyanobacteria

Purple Bacteria

Figure 1-1: Comparison of Type I and Type II Reaction Centres (A. v d E)
This illustrates the overall structure type I and type II photosystems. The two
ovals represent the main protein subunits of the reaction centres and the colors indicate
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whether the reaction centre is a homodimer or a heterodimer. What all species have in
common is the presence of the primary electron donor, which is a chlorophyll dimer that
absorbs at wavelengths varying from 680 nm to 865 nm. Before its identification as a
chlorophyll dimer, it was referred to as a Pigment (P) and its absorbance maximum.
Thus we know them as

P680~ P700, PS65

and so on. The difference in the absorbance

maximum is an interesting point about the adaptability of these species of bacteria to use
the available light. The arrows indicate the direction of electron transfer up one or both
branches of the reaction centres. It can be seen in the figure that in Type II reaction
centres the electron transfer is up only one of the branches and in Type I homodimers
(such as Green-Sulphur bacteria) it is assumed that electrons are transferred up both
branches. In PSI, it still under debate whether electron transfer occurs up one or both
branches. FeS stands for the iron sulfur clusters that are the terminal electron acceptors

in Type I reaction centres. QB is the mobile quinone molecule that acts as an electron
shuttle in Type II reaction centres4 • These reaction centres are what drive the light
reactions of photosynthesis, which resuh in ATP synthesis, the reduction of NADP+ to
NADPH and the splitting of water molecules to release oxygen. The structures of PSII
and PSI are known in detail, so we will begin by taking a closer look at these complexes.

Photosystem II
Photosystem II is a Type II reaction centre, also known as a quinone type. PSII
has several important jobs, including the splitting of water molecules.

This releases

electrons and helps build the proton gradient needed for ATP synthesis6 • The side product
of water oxidation is the released oxygen molecules. As well, light energy is converted
to electrical potential when a charge separation occurs across the thylakoid membrane4 •
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PSII consists of 17 subunits and 13 cofactors and has a mass of about 300 kDa6. The
following isa cartoon depicting the structure of PSII.

hV~
eMembrane

Figure 1-2: Schematic diagram of PSII (Based on a diagram from reference 7)
The important features of PSII include the water splitting complex and the chain
of cofactors responsible for transferring electrons, including P680, Pheophytin, QA and QB.
With the absorption of a photon P680 is excited to P680* and donates an electron to
a pheophytin. This electron is then transferred to QA, a bound plastoquinone molecule.
P680+ is reduced by an electron from a Tyrosine (Yz), which is reduced by the manganese
cluster. After four turnovers of the reaction centre and the removal of four electrons from
the manganese cluster, it is re-reduced by splitting two water molecules, releasing O2 and
4 protons4. On the acceptor side, QA donates electrons to QB, a mobile plastoquinone
which binds to PSII to receive electrons. Following two turnovers of the reaction centre,

QB2- picks up two protons and is released into the plastoquinone pool as a quinol and is
replaced by a fresh plastoquinone4 •
13

The other type of reaction centre that is present in oxygenic photosynthetic
organisms is Photo-system I.

It ·is responsible for <transferring . electrons across the

thylakoid membrane to reduce NADP+ to NADPH

Photosystem I
Photosystem I, or PSI, is a multi-subunit protein that transfers electrons from the
lumen to the stroma. This "light-driven plastocyanin-ferridoxin oxidoreductase,,3 is also
found embedded in the thylakoid membrane.

Cyanobacterial PSI contains 11 - 12

protein subunits, while plant PSI has 3 additional subunits3. The following is a schematic
diagram of PSI.

Membrane

Figure 1-3: Schematic Diagram of PSI (Based on a figure from reference 8)
The two main subunits are PsaA and PsaB; it is to these proteins that the primary
donor (P700) and primary and secondary electron acceptors (Ao and AI) are bound on the
stromal side of the protein3. PsaC, PsaD, PsaH and PsaE contain the ferredoxin (Fd)
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docking site, and bind the two FeS clusters that function as terminal electron acceptors
(FA and

FBl .PsaN and PsaF form the plastocyanin (PC) docking sit~j.

Photo~ystem I

contains 95 chlorophyll a molecules, 1 chlorophyll a' molecule, 22 beta-carotene
molecules, 2 phylloquinones, 3 iron sulfur clusters, a Ca2+ ion, and 4 lipids and has a
mass of350 KDa3~ 12. The chlorophyll molecules are used to collect photons and those at
the core of the reaction centre are also involved in electron transfer3 • The beta-carotenes
are also light harvesters, and provide protection from light damage3. The phylloquinones
and iron sulfur clusters are involved in electron transfer, while the roles of the Ca2+ ion
and lipids are not yet kno~ but may be structural3. The role of phylloquinone as an
electron acceptor was established in the 1980's and spectroscopic studies from the 1980's
up to the present have revealed some aspects of the binding sitell~ 32~ 48~ 49~ 50~ 51~
references within.

52 and

In 1993, a low resolution (6 A) X ray structure of PSI gave some insight

into the structure of the binding site, however, the information was incomplete21 • It
showed the position of 45 chlorophyll a molecules and the three FeS clusters but the
location of the primary electron donor, primary electron acceptor and secondary electron
acceptor could not be determined without a doubr 1• In 1997 the 4

A structure revealed

more detail about the structure, particularly about the locations of the antenna
chlorophylls3. Recently the high resolution (2.5 A) X ray structure was determined, and
this provides a basis for studying the structure and function of phylloquinone in its
binding site in more detail. It has resolved some features of PSI that, up to this point, had
been unknown or ambiguouslO~12. The structure is shown in the following figure.
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III

. A-ij(2)

F-c

..........---F-f
F-i

F-d

II

Figure 1-4: The X-ray structure of Photosystem I (From Jordan et al., 2001)12
This figure illustrates that cyanobacterial PSI crystallizes as a trimer, that is, a
group of three identical PSI units grouped together and it is also a trimer in the
membrane 10. 12 . In this figure, the monomers are labeled I, II and III and each highlights

a particular feature about the structure of PSI 12. In one of the PSI units (labeled I) only
the helices are shown to give a clearer picture of the subunits of PSI. Monomer II shows
the "membrane-intrinsic subunits.,,12 along with the a-helices 12 . The unit labeled III

shows the helices, chlorophylls, carotenoids and quinone cofactors 12 .
The cofactors involved in electron transfer are bound to the subunits PsaA and
PsaB by helices g-j at the centre of the reaction centre (see monomer 1)12 and by PsaC
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which is bound to the stromal surface and is not shown in Figure 1_43,12. The electron
transfer cofacto~s-are-called P 700 , Ao, AI, Fx, FA and

'FB3.-

-P700 is-the-primary ~electron

donor, it is a chlorophyll dimer that when excited by a photon of light, donates an
electron to Ao, the primary electron acceptor, which is a chlorophyll molecule.

Ao

transfers an electron to the secondary electron acceptor, AI, which is a phylloquinone
molecule and Al transfers an electron to the terminal electron acceptors which are IronSulfur clusters known as Fx, FA and FB that give PSI the classification as a type I reaction
centre. Once FB is reduced the electron is passed to a soluble ferredoxin which docks
onto the reaction centre3 • This all occurs on an extremely fast timescale which is shown
in the following figure I8 •

30ps

hv

Figure 1-5: Rates of Electron Transfer in PSI (Based on figure from Brettel &
Liebl, 2001)18
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P700,

the electron

i~__

tnmsferred to. _Ao in about a

picosecondl 8 • Electron transfer from Ao to Al occurs in about 30 picoseconds. Electron
transfer from Al to Fx has a fast phase and a slow phase of about 20 ns and 200 ns.

Studies have determined that electron transfer from

P700+F x-

to FA and FB occurs on a

timescale of about 500 ns or less l8 , but the exact. rates for these two steps are
unknown I8,53.

The reason behind the two phases of electron transfer from Al to Fx is

currently under debate. It has been proposed that the fast phase (20 ns) is due to an
equilibrium being set up between P 7oo+A I- and P 7oo+Fx-. The slow phase (200 ns) results
from the electron being transferred from Fx to FA18. There are there are two branches of
electron transfer cofactors, one branch is bound primarily by PsaA, the other by PsaB. It
has been proposed that the two phases correspond to electron transfer up the two
branches of PSI, with electron transfer occurring at different rates in each branch I8, 39, 50,
54, 55.

At this point, the experimental data supports both theories and the question is still

under debate.
Another feature that has been revealed by the 2.5

A

structure of PSI is the

distance between the cofactors in the electron transfer chain. Studies on electron transfer
by Dutton et al. 56 ,

60

have shown that the rate is strongly distance dependent.

An

interesting question is whether or not the distances between cofactors in PSI have been
optimized. The following figure shows the approximate positions of the cofactors in the
A and B branches and the structures of the cofactors involved in electron transfer 10• This
is important, as it suggests that the A branch and B branch of PSI are not, in fact,
identical.
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11.7

eC·B1
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.

6.3

A-branch

B-branch

Figure 1-6: Distances between the Cofactors of PSI (from Fromme et ai, 2001)10

Note that the distances between the cofactors in the A and B branches are slightly
different. This could mean that electron transfer is favored up one branch. However, that
raises a question: why go to the trouble and energy expense of creating two branches, if
only one is going to be used? This is a convincing point for the two-branch theory. On
the other hand, since both branches converge at Fx there is no advantage to having two
branches either. It could be that one branch is used for electron transfer and the other
retained for backup, in case of damage. To date, these questions are still under debate.
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For oxygenic photosynthesis, these two reaction centres, PSI and PSII work in
tandem. ThIs process is shown-most often in a diagram knoWn as the Z ·Scheme.

The Z Scheme
The Z scheme is shown in the following figure and gets its name from the shape
formed by the rapid increase and gradual decrease in energy of the cofactors as the
photosynthetic species absorbs light and electrons are transferred through PSII and PSI.

Fx

Pheo

NADP+

2H+

QA

<h ~
PQ
/
¥

2H+

Cytochrome
b6f

~
PC
~

Figure 1-7: The Z-Scheme (Based on a figure from reference 5)
The Z scheme shows the transfer of electrons from PSII to Cytochrome bqf, to
Plastocyanin, to PSI, and [mally, the reduction ofNADP+ to NADPH. The scale labeled
"Energy" in Figure 1-7 refers to the cofactor's ability to reduce the next cofactor5 • Note
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cofactor's ability to reduce the next cofactor5• Note that the Energy scale of the Z
scheme goes from large negative values at the top of the scale to large positive values at
the bottom34 ~
There is another important feature to consider, this is the midpoint potential, EM,
of the cofactors. The midpoint potential is the point where the compound is halfreduced,
and half oxidized and the magnitude and sign of the midpoint potential tells us how
likely a compound is to donate electrons to or accept electrons from other compounds34 •
If a compound has a midpoint potential that is large and negative (such as phylloquinone,
with an EM of approximately -0.7 V) it has a strong tendency to donate electrons (i.e., it is
a good reducing agent)34. The excited donor has the most negative midpoint potential,
each subsequent acceptor has a lower midpoint potentiaL
An interesting thing to note is that PSI, PSII and purple bacteria contain one or
more quinone molecules. The type of quinone depends on the type of photosystem and
species. This reveals the importance of quinones to photosynthesis in general and makes
the study of quinones very valuable in the quest to unlock the secrets ofphotosynthesis.

Structure and Function of the Quinones in PSI and PSII
Quinones are widespread in nature -- in fact, ubiquinone gets its name from the
fact that it is ubiquitous45 . In the interest of brevity, our discussion here will be limited to
those quinones which function as electron acceptors in photosynthetic reaction centres.
The two quinones found in PSI and PSII are distinct from each other and appear to have
been 'selected' to perform two rather different jobs. PSII contains two quinones called
QA and QB; both are plastoquinone. The role of QA is to accept electrons from the
pheophytin molecule and the role of QB is to accept two electrons from QA and diffuse
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into the plastoquinone pool4. QA and QB are the same quinone, so the difference in their

behavior m~ ~ due to the surrounding protein envirol1lI1ene. .
Plastoquinone is a benzoquinone with a long side chain, and two methyl groups
attached to the benzyl head group. Its structure is shown in Figure 1-8.

H
Figure 1-8: Structure of Plastoquinone

PSI., like PSII, contains two quinone molecules, but in PSI the quinones are
phylloquinone.

Phylloquinone is also known as Vitamin K 1, or more technically, 2-

phytyl-3-methyl-l,4-naphthoquinone.

Though

there

are

several

differences,

plastoquinone and phylloquinone do share the features of a methyl group and a long tail.
The following figure shows the structure ofphylloquinone.

o

Figure 1-9: The structure of phylloquinone
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There are three significant parts ofphylloquinone, the naphthoquinone head group
and the two side chains, methyl and phytyl. What are the characteristics that make it
ideal for the secondary electron acceptor in PSI? Since there are a wide variety of
quinones found in nature that could have been selected, it is well worth investigating
what characteristics make phylloquinone so special. Is the Al binding site set up to accept
only phylloquinone? The best way to answer this is to attempt to replace phylloquinone
with structurally related quinones. The results will tell us what features of phylloquinone
are responsible for its proper orientation in the Al site. For example, if a quinone with
one side group is introduced, the position of the side group will tell us what feature of
phylloquinone is responsible for ensuring proper binding in the Al site. What is the
effect of introducing a disubstituted quinone, when only one of the side groups is
structurally similar to those of phylloquinone? Are there size restrictions on the quinone
that can be bound in the Al site? The use of quinones with a dramatically different size
than phylloquinone will answer that question. In order to answer any of these questions,
we must first solve the problem of getting phylloquinone out of the binding site, and
getting non-native quinones in. This can be accomplished in two very different ways,
through mutation experiments, or by extraction with organic solvents.

Incubation with Non-Native Quinones:
Solvent Extraction?

Mutagenesis or

There are two possible methods for replacing phylloquinone with non-native
quinones in PSI. The fIrst method is the very elegant one of mutagenesis 19. Mutants of
Synechocystis 6803 in menA and menB genes were created by interrupting the respective
gene

in the cyanobacterial 9.

These

mutations prevent the

biosynthesis of
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phylloquinone l9 . The intention was that these mutations would create a species that did
not have a ;econdary electron acceptor. Instead, studies on these mutimts sho~ed that
plastoquinone was recruited from PSII and that these species are fully functional despite
the structural differences between plastoquinone and phylloquinone l9 . In these mutants
the orientation ofthe quinone is the same as in native PSI but the rate of forward electron
transfer from Plastoquinone to Fx is slower than in wild type Synechocystis l9 . What
makes menA and menB mutants ideal for incubation experiments with non-native
quinones is that plastoquinone is not the native quinone and it can be very easily
displaced by the non-native quinones.
Mutations in the menG gene were also created28 . This mutation prevents the
attachment of the methyl side group of phylloquinone, creating a species with 2-phytyl-1,
4-naphthoquinone in the Al site28 . menG mutants are ideal for probing the role of the
methyl group and the phytyl tail in the binding ofphylloquinone28 . In these experiments,
the orientation of the quinone was the same as in native PSI, and the rate of electron
transfer to Fx was slowed approximately twofold27 ,

28.

These results indicate that the

methyl group has little effect on the binding of phylloquinone in PSI, but even a small
change in the structure ofthe secondary acceptor can have a dramatic effect on the rate of
electron transfer28 •
For those who do not have the time or resources to perform mutagenesis, there is an

alternate method.

This is the 'sledgehammer' technique of extraction using organic

solvents on PSI isolated from wild-type cyanobacterial I.

In an early experiment by

Biggins and Mathis (1988), it was demonstrated that one of the two phylloquinone
molecules is readily removed by dry organic solvent, and the removal of the other
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phylloquinone required the use of a less hydrophobic solvent ll . It was suggested that the
easily-remo~ed-·pliYlloquinone was not involved in ·~iectr~n tr~sferfl.

Putting that

interesting observation aside for the moment, this technique demonstrated that this
treatment of PSI did not result in its destruction. Once phylloquinone has been removed,
the PSI is unable to perform forward electron transfer and will, in theory, accept nonnative quinones ll . This is a very quick, easy and effective way of preparing PSI for
incubation with non-native quinones. A disadvantage to this technique is the possibility
of denaturing the protein. The extraction procedure also removes a significant portion of
the carotenoid and accessory chlorophyll molecules, which is shown in the optical spectra
ofthe extraction supernatant (Appendix I).
Electron transfer from Ao to Al is significant, for this step stabilizes the charge
separation and prevents the back reaction to P700+. Thus, the study of the secondary
electron acceptor is crucial.

The Secondary Electron Acceptor, At
The secondary electron acceptor of PSI was an interesting puzzle for researchers.
For many years, the identity of the cofactor called AI, the secondary electron acceptor,
was unknown. It was known that PSI contained phylloquinone, but it was not certain that
it was AI. Several groups obtained spectroscopic evidence that Al was phylloquinone.
One study by Biggins & Mathis (1988) used flash absorption spectroscopy and compared
the signal from PSI and extracted PSI, and extracted PSI incubated with phylloquinoneII.
HPLC analysis of the extraction supernatant confirmed that the full extraction procedure
removed the two phylloquinones per P700 that were known to be present. It was found
that removal of phylloquinone caused a signal characteristic of recombination of the
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plastoquinone po-oI, meaning that p-hyllo-quinone binds in the Al site in the presence of an
'" -.-

excess of plastoquinone.
p.hylloquinone.

This

rev~als

.

-

-

-

-

.......

the selectivity of the At binding site for

Experiments with non-native Quinones will allow us to probe the

characteristics of the surrounding environment, and may provide insight into the nature of
the binding. The following figure shows the positio-n of phylloquinone in the At site of

PSI.

phylloquinone

Figure 1-10: Bonding of phylloquinone in PSI (Credit: A van der Est & Y. Bukhman)
The asymmetric hydrogen bonding is very significant, because it pro·vides a way
of identifying the location of side chains on the quinones. The hydrogen bond acts as an
electron withdrawing group, which in turn causes a decrease in electron density at the
position ortho to the bond (the phytyl tail) and an increase in electron density at the
position meta to the hydrogen bond (the methyl group). This has a pronounced effect on
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the hyperfine coupling in the EPR spectrum, which will be discussed further in Chapter 2.

By examining this effect when non-native quinones are incorporated into the Al site we
can gain insight into the location of the side chain relative to the H-bonded carbonyl
group.
The structure and function of PSI has been studied for decades. Techniques such
as transient EPR and optical spectroscopy have provided a wealth of information about

the cofactors involved in electron transfer. Therefore, a brief review of what has been
done up to this point is essential.

Where are we now? Where are we going?
Quinone exchange experiments have been conducted since the 1980's. These
experiments gave us valuable information about the identity of the secondary electron
acceptor, its behavior in the binding site and the surrounding environment. A 1990 study
by John Biggins studied a range of benzoquinones, naphthoquinones and anthraquinones

to determine if they could function in the Al site 36 • It was fIrst determined whether the
foreign quinones would act as electron acceptors, then whether electron transfer to· the
iron-sulfur clusters was occurring.
spectroscopy.

The method of analysis was flash absorbance

It was concluded that for a naphthoquinone to function in the Al site

(restore electron transfer to the FeS clusters) it requires a long alkyl or phytyl tail36 • This
was revisited in 1992 through the use ofEPR and explored the functionality of non-native
quinones in the binding site based on the reduction potential35 • These studies indicated
that for forward electron transfer to the iron sulfur clusters, a long alkyl tail is required35 •
It was also revealed that a non-native quinone must have a reduction potential more
positive than phylloquinone in order to restore electron transfer from Ao to the quinone

35.
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These results suggested that the binding site had stricter requirements for binding than
had been previously reported by Iwaki and Itoh, who had found that neither the
naphthoquinone headgroup nor the phytyl tail were needed for binding in the Al site 35,36.
A 1991 study by Sieckma.nn, van der Est and Stehlik found the very interesting result that
when phylloquinone is replaced with naphthoquinone, the orientation in the binding site
is different 57•

They also found that the electron transfer past the foreign quinone

(naphthoquinone and duroquinone) is slowed, which was attributed to the redox potential
of the substituted quinones57• In addition, these studies demonstrated spectral narrowing
and increased resolution of the hyperfine splitting in EPR spectra of PSI incubated with
foreign quinones such as naphthoquinone 57• This provided a starting point for selective
deuteration experiments to determine what structural features are responsible for
hyperfine splitting patterns57• 1994 gave us another set of quinone exchange experiments
by Iwaki and Itoh5&. The goal was to use the technique of flash photolysis to determine if

a series of substituted anthraquinones and naphthoquinones would restore electron
transfer to the iron sulfur clusters, or whether the foreign quinones would reduce P700+. It
was found that the ability of the quinone to act an in the electron transfer chain had less to
do with the structure than its redox potentiaI5&. This study was continued and a 1996
paper related to the free energy change

(~GO)

of the electron transfer reaction between Ao

and the quinone acceptor Al (for both the native phylloquinone and a series of foreign
quinones) 59. Absorption spectroscopy was once again used for the analysis, and the ~GO
value for the electron transfer from Ao to Al was estimated from the kinetics of the
electron transfer59 • This study found that the electron transfer from Ao to Al appears to
be optimized59 • A 1997 study by Zech, van der Est and Bittl used pulsed EPR to study
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P700+A 1-

of intact PSI and PSI incubated with a series of foreign quinones49 . In pulsed

EPR experiments the radical pair causes an out of phase electron spin echo (ESE)
exhibiting envelope modulation (ESEEM)49. The use of ESEEM (Electron Spin Echo
Envelope Modulation) allows the distances between the cofactors to be determined.

A

1998 study by Iwaki et al used the same technique on a different series of quinones60 •
Previous ESEEM studies had determined that there was a distance of 253 - 25.5
between P700 and A1 49,

60 and references within.

A

The distances obtained for P700 and the

substituted naphthoquinones, benzoquinones and anthraquinone were similar to that of
the native syste~ indicating that these quinones are capable of binding in the Al site49,6o.
In addition, there is also a large body of work devoted to quinone exchange in
purple bacteria reaction centres. The rates of electron transfer when bacterial reaction
centres (bRC's) are incubated with many non-native quinones have been determined and
the orientation of the non-native quinones has also been reported30,

32,

48,

61.

Unfortunately, the extensive knowledge of the bRC did not assist in increasing our
knowledge of the PSI reaction centre. A study by Fiichsle et al. (1993) and one by van
der Est et ala (1995) performed quinone exchange experiments on both PSI and the
reaction centre of R. sphaeroides and found that the two types of reaction centres are
quite different in their binding of non-native quinones44,32. Specifically, the orientation
of the quinone x axis (along the carbonyls) with respect to the dipolar axis is
approximately 60°, and it is parallel in PSI44 , 32. In addition, the appearance of the radical
pair spectrum measured using EPR shows a different pattern of emission and absorption.
Thus it is essential to perform more studies using PSI in order learn more about the
binding of the quinone acceptor.
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More recently, several mutant strains of Synechocystis 6803 were created. Of
-

-

~

particular significance are the menA, menB and menG mutants, which were discussed
earlier in Chapter 1. Experiments with these mutants that contain plastoquinone and
phytyl naphthoquinone demonstrate the importance of the structural features of the
Quinones and the effect of redox potential and the protein environment on the rate of
electron transfer 19, 28. Solvent extraction and incubation (quinone exchange) experiments
will complement these studies nicely.
This research project is concerned with several things. First, what features of
phylloquinone are responsible for its binding affmity?

Phylloquinone is a

naphthoquinone with a methyl group and a phytyl tail; what features are responsible for
its proper binding in the Al site? Previous studies of quinone exchange in PSI had
reported conflicting results about what features were needed for proper binding in the Al
site and had not focused on the orientation of the quinones.

If we introduce a

monosubstituted naphthoquinone, will the quinone orient itself with the side chain in the
position normally occupied by the methyl group of phylloquinone, or that of the phytyl
tail? What are the spatial restrictions of the binding site; will longer side chains be forced
into the location reserved for the phytyl tail of phylloquinone? The series of non-native
Quinones was carefully selected in order to probe these questions. Selective deuteration
of quinones will allow us to determine the source of hyperfine splitting in the EPR
spect~

thus allowing us to deduce the location of the side groups in the binding site.

We can take advantage of the asymmetric hydrogen bond acting as an electron
withdrawing group to determine the location of side chains, assuming that the same
hydrogen bond is forming (as explained earlier in Chapter 1).
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The other feature we are exploring is the high midpoint potential of
phylloquinone. With foreign quinones present in the binding site, will we get electron
transfer to the quinone and on to the iron-sulfur clusters? Ifwe do get electron transfer to
Fx, will the rate be faster or slower? Studies by Iwaki and Itoh58,59 used absorbance
spectroscopy to determine the rate of electron transfer--will the rates of electron transfer
obtained using room temperature EPR be the same? Since the rate of electron transfer
from Al to Fx in PSI is not at a maximum, where does the rate lie (i.e., in the normal or
inverted region on the Marcus Curve)?
Experiments involving PSI and non-native quinones will give us valuable
information about the nature of the Al site in PSI, and its interaction with phylloquinone.
With good planning, we may discover what it is about phylloquinone that makes it the
quinone of choice for PSI.
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Chapter 2
Methods and Materials
Transient Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance spectroscopy has several names, it is also
known by the aliases Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) or Electron Magnetic Resonance
(EMR). These names arise from the properties of the substances that can be studied
using the technique (paramagnetic species), the origin of the magnetic properties
(electron spin) and how they are measured (resonant microwave absorbance). EPR is
remarkably versatile and has been used in biology, physics, chemistry, medicine, and
many other areas to study properties of solids, liquids and gases25 •

However, this

technique is not as widely known as some others, so an introduction to why and how it
works is in order. The related technique ofNuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), is more
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familiar and shares many of the same principles24 • While NMR measures the interaction
_.

-

~

of nuclear magnetic moments with radiofrequency radiation and a magnetic field, EPR
spectroscopy measures the interaction between the magnetic moments associated with the
electrons and an applied magnetic field using microwave absorption23~ 24. Since our focus
is EPR, we will primarily discuss the properties of electrons. The magnetic moment of
an electron is due to contributions from both orbital and spin motions.

The orbital

contribution is:

J1 orbit =

-e -.

2Me

L

Equation 2-1

Where e is the charge of the electron, Me is the mass of one electron and

I

is the

orbital angular momentum, which is a vector. -e / 2 Me is defmed as the Bohr magneton
(~).

The contribution from the spin is given:

-e
jispin ==
ge S
2M
Where

s

Equation 2-2

is the spin angular momentum. This equation introduces g, a constant

known as the g value. The g value was introduced after early experiments obtained a
value of flspin that was twice the expected value24 . This is because the magnitude of I is
0, 1, 2, 3 while the magnitude of sis 0, Yz, 1,%. For a free electron, the value of g is
2.0023, this value will be different for the unpaired electrons in a system. ge is different
from the expected value of2 because of relativistic correction of the electron's velocity4.
For molecules, it is difficult to calculate

Jlspin

and

Jlorbit

separately, so we introduce

the "effective" g factor that relates the total magnetic moment to the spin angular
momentum. It is given in the following equation.
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- g eff S

2M
In a magnetic field

Equation 2-3

s aligns parallel to the field because the total magnetic

moment depends on the orientation of lands. The magnetic moment in a field depends
on the orientation of the molecule and so does the effective g factor, so we write it as a
tensor.
The g tensor is comparable to chemical shift in NMR.

However, with the

experimental setup used here, the g value cannot be determined accurately as the
frequency is not known exactly. For our analysis we will instead focus on the shape of
the spectra, which gives us important information about the radical pair,

P700+A}-,

the

strength ofhyperfme couplings of A 1- and its orientation in the binding site.

Magnetic Resonance
In an EPR spectrum the signal is due to the transitions of the electron between
spin states. These transitions occur when the microwave frequency is in resonance with
the energy difference between the spin states, hence the term magnetic resonance24 • The
microwave radiation introduced has energy and a frequency. For EPR, energy can be
related to the applied magnetic field, the g factor and the frequency.
Equation 2-4

The frequency at which transition of the electron between spin states occurs varies
with the applied magnetic field42 • Equation 2-4 can be rewritten in the following form.
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Equation 2-5
v = the microwave frequency
g = the g value
Bo = the applied magnetic field strength
~ = the Bohr magneton (9.2740 X 10-24 J/T)
h = Planck's constant
~/h = 1.3996 x 10-I °HzJT

The preceding equation shows that the resonance frequency depends on the
applied field and the magnetic moment. X-band EPR is performed at a frequency of 9
GHz, with a magnetic field strength of 3.4 kG (this name comes from the fact that this
frequency is in radar X band) corresponding to a wavelength of about 3 cmI1,24. X-band
EPR spectroscopy is frequently used and can be performed at low or room
temperatures I 1. Q-band EPR is performed at 35 GHz and 12.5 kG, and is normally used
at very low temperatures I7, 24. The spectra achieved at Q-Band have better resolution of
signals with different g factors (see Equation 2-4) so the spectrum takes up a wider range
of magnetic field and the contributions from the donor and acceptor (P700+A 1-) are not
overlapped to the degree that they are at X band. EPR experiments can also be done at
much higher frequency and magnetic field strength, at the frequency known as W band.
W-band EPR uses a frequency of95 GHz and gives a wide spectrum. A drawback to W
band spectroscopy is that the dimensions of the resonator are much smaller than with X
or Q band and it is more difficult to transport the higher frequency microwaves. This
makes it much more difficult to obtain a good quality spectrum with W band EPR
spectroscopy.
The species that can be studied with EPR include free radicals, transition-metal
complexes and triplet state molecules, to name a fe~3. EPR spectroscopy is an ideal
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method for studying electron transfer in PSI as it can be used to observe both the triplet

spectrum ana radicar pair spectrum. .
The principles behind EPR spectroscopy and NMR are similar, but the
spectrometer setup is quite different in appearance24 • A schematic diagram of a typical
Transient EPR spectrometer is shown in Figure 2-1.

Amplifier Digitaloscilloscope Computer

Microwa.ve .resonu.toT

Magnet ______

Sample

~MQgnet

Figure 2-1: Equipment Setup for EPR Spectroscopy (Credit: OJena BespaJova)

. Microwave radiation is generated and sent from the klystron oscillator down the
waveguide to the resonator4 • Waveguides are hollow, rectangular gold-plated pipes
whose dimensions match with the wavelength of the radiation used, and are ideal for the
transportation of microwave S24 • In a spectrometer that employs a "magic tee" (pictured),
the energy is sent down the resonator to the sample. The resonator is critically coupled to
the microwaves so that no power is reflected. If the sample absorbs the microwaves due
to an EPR transition, the resonance is disturbed and the change in absorbance is detected
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by the detector. The sample is held in place in the resonator in either a quartz tube or flat

cell for pr~er-signal acquisition24 • The maximum ~iectric and· mag~etic field are at
different locationi4 • We use this to our advantage for samples in aqueous solutio~ at
room temperature the use of a flat cell is essential in order to keep the cell in a position
that will not result in interference with the signal from the watei4 • Flashes of laser light
at a convenient wavelength and intensity (in our case, 532

~

1-10 mJ) are used to

excite the sample, causing the formation of the radical pair or triplet state. The laser flash
causes a transient change in absorbance. The signal is then sent to the amplifier and on to
the Oscilloscope where the absorbance of microwaves is measured. This is all connected
to a computer for analysis of the data.
PSI is a complex protein, so when selecting a method for observing the formation
of the radical pair, we must make sure that the presence of the protein will not interfere
with our signal. A distinct advantage to transient EPR spectroscopy is the fact that it will
only detect light induced paramagnetic species., making it ideal for the study of PSI 42 •
The presence of local fields can create a very complex spectrum. Local field refers to the
fact that all of the electrons experience the applied external field and those induced by all
the surrounding molecules. The local field is composed of the external field, the field
due to surrounding nuclei and the field due to surrounding electrons. The field created by
other electrons is sometimes referred to as Spin-Spin coupling; that due to the nuclei is
Hyperfine coupling.
In a transient EPR experiment on PSI, a pulse of laser light is used to excite P 700
and induces forward electron transfer through Ao to AI, forming the radical pair P7oo+AI -.
By

sw~eping

the magnetic field in a series of predetermined steps, we can determine
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whether the radical pair is present, and based on the shape of the spectrum obtained,
determine the orientation of the cofactors in the protein.
When the radical pair is formed, the two unpaired electrons originate from a pair
of electrons on the donor with one of the electrons being transferred to the acceptor,
separating them in space over a specific amount of time. The primary donor in ground
state is a singlet state, i.e., all spins are paired. Formation of the radical pair

P700+A t -

happens on such a fast timescale (--30 picosecondsl 8) we get a population in only those
energy levels that have singlet character. The following figure shows the energy levels
for two weakly coupled spins (i.e., the P7oo+A l - radical pair)29. We can label the energy
levels in Figure 2-2 according to their triplet or singlet character, or whether the electrons
are spin up or spin down.

I
\{J2=

\{Jl=T +=

I tt)

I

1
.J2
(T + S)=I t J..)

Figure 2-2: Populated Energy levels for a weakly coupled pair
Note that the diamonds occupying the energy levels in Figure 2-2 represent the
probability of a radical pair being in a given state. In an EPR experiment one of the
electrons can be promoted (\112

~

'1'1 or '1'3 ~ '1/1) which causes absorption, or go to a

lower energy level ('1/2 ~ '1/4 or '1'3 ~ '1'4) which causes emission.
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Thus the appearance of the resulting EPR spectrum provides evidence that the
radical pair has been formed. But what gives a transient EPR radical pair spectrwn its
distinctive shape? To answer that question, we will begin with a simple example.

Description of a Radical Pair EPR Spectrum
In the following section a brief description of why the EPR spectrum of a radical
pair looks the way it does is given29 • Consider a donor, D+, and the acceptor, A- in a
magnetic field, B o • We assume that due to the nature of the two molecules, the donor
resonance is located at a higher magnetic field than that of the acceptor.

I: Resonance
positions of
D+ and A-

II: The Effect
of Coupling
betweenD+
and A-

...
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III: Spectrum
with Selective
Population of
Spin States

...

Figure 2-3: A Radical Pair EPR spectrum
In the absence of any local fields and ignoring the selective population, the donor,
D and acceptor, A each give a single peak (as shown in Figure 2-3 section I). If the
donor and acceptor are close enough to each other (for example, in PSI) the local fields
created by the unpaired electrons causes a splitting of the signal. The separation of the
two lines is the same for both the donor and acceptor and is defined as (2d + 1). J is the
exchange coupling and d is the dipolar coupling42 • (Shown in Figure 2-3 II). The
selective population of the spin states discussed above (in Figure 2-2) causes the
phenomenon known as spin polarization and creates the pattern of emission and
absorption illustrated in Figure 2-3 III.
We will now apply this to the specific case of the donor

P700

and the acceptor

phylloquinone, Al of PSI.
In this case, the hyperfine coupling due to magnetic coupling of the unpaired
electron to the CH3 group of phylloquinone is important. The following series of figures
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illustrates the effect of this hyperfine coupling. We will rename our donor

P700+

and

-.

acceptor A 1- to correspond to those of PSI.

II

II
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I

I

I

....

I

Figure 2-4: Stick spectrum for PSI

The hyperfme coupling to the CH3 group of Al creates a 1:3:3:1 quartet pattern
(Shown in Figure 2-4 I). There are n + 1 possible orientations of the protons spins,
therefore because there are 3 protons on the methyl group of phylloquinone, we get a
quartet. Each of these lines is then further split into a doublet because of the presence of
the local field due to the unpaired electrons on the acceptor and donor (illustrated in
Figure 2-4 II), and finally spin polarization causes the AlE (A=absorbance, E=emission)
pattern shown in Figure 2-4 III.
In addition to CH3 hyperfine coupling there are many other smaller couplings to
other protons, giving a Gaussian lineshape29 • This is illustrated in figures 2-5 and 2-6.
Note that the magnetic field values in Figure 2-5 and 2-6 are arbitrarily assigned and
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correspond roughly to the position of an EPR spectrum taken at X band. With the effect
-.

-

-:

-

-

of line broadening added, the spectrum begins to more closely resemble the observed PSI
EPR spectrunL

-JJ \
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Figure 2-5: The effect of line broadening on a radical pair spectrum
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3394

3396
3398
Magnetic Field (Gauss)

3400

Figure 2-6: The effect of line broadening on the stick spectrum for PSI
However, there is one other effect that must be taken into account. Since we are
dealing with a solution of PSI where the particles are randomly oriented, the pattern seen
in Figure 2-6 (bottom spectrwn) must be summed over all possible orientations, the end
result being the typical EPR spectrwn for P700+ A t -. This sum is referred to as a powder
spectrum and the following figure shows a calculated powder spectrwn for a radical pair

at 95 GHz (W band).
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Figure 2-7: A Powder EPR Spectrum (Credit: Art van der Est)
The g tensor, which was mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 2, is not a single
value. Instead, it consists of a matrix, with values of gxx, gyy and gzz which are located
at different fields (indicated in Figure 2-7). These values correspond to the
axes of the donor and accepto~o. The top two sets of spectra, labeled

Aabs

X,

y and z

and Pabs and

Aem and Pem, are the absorptive and emissive contributions from the acceptor and donor,
respectively.

The absorption and emission spectra of each radical are located at

approximately the same field position and in this situation the absorptive spectrum of the
acceptor (top spectrum of Figure 2-7, labeled

Aabs)

is shifted slightly downfield from the

emissive spectrum. When the two spectra are added together, we obtain the spectra at the
bottom of the figure, labeled P sum and Asum • Note the very low intensity of the

spect~
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this is because much of the signal is cancelled out when the emissive and absorptive
spectra are summed.

At lower frequency, (X band and Q band EPR) the separation

between the signal for the donor and the acceptor is smaller than shown in Figure 2-7, but
the contribution from the donor is always located at higher field and the acceptor is at a
lower field position.
Now that we have learned why a radical pair EPR spectrum looks the way it does,
we can move on to the other type of spectrum that we obtain from PSI after extraction of
the quinone--the triplet spectrum. First we will clarify what the triplet state is, and how it
comes into being.

Triplet vs. Singlet State
Neutral organic compounds usually have an even number of electrons and all are
spin paired, hence the ground state is a singlet state (i.e., net spin S=O). This is illustrated
in the following diagram.

----+--- 81

----+--- T 1

So -i-So
Ground State

Excited Singlet State
Excited Triplet State
Figure 2-8: Arrangement of electrons in the Ground and Excited State
This diagram shows that ground state electrons in the Highest Occupied
Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and promotion of an electron to the Lowest Unoccupied
Molecular Orbital (LUMO).

Absorption of visible light promotes electrons from the
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ground state to an excited state. This is the frrst excited singlet state; because if higher
excited states are populated they decay very rapidly to the first excited singlet state.
Because of the Pauli principle the ground state must be singlet state26 • However,

in the excited state the electrons may be spin paired, giving
S=1 (a triplet state).

Ofte~

s=o (i.e. a singlet state) or

the triplet state is lower in energy than the excited singlet

energy level. In order for the triplet state to return to ground state the excited electron
must be flipped. Hence the lifetime of the triplet state is much longer than that of the
singlet state. It can be as long as several microseconds.
How is the triplet state formed? There are two common situations that can occur.
A molecule that is excited from So to SI can go to the triplet energy level via Intersystem
Crossing (ISC). When ISC occurs, the spin of the electron is reversed43 • Despite the fact
that triplet-singlet transitions are
triplet-singlet transitions are

forbidde~

forbidde~

intersystem crossing does occur.

Since

when a molecule is in the triplet state, it cannot

easily return to the ground state. Thus the triplet states typically have a much longer
lifetime than excited singlet states. The energy levels are shown in the following
Jablonski diagram.
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Figure 2-9: Jablonski Diagram showing energy levels of excited singlet and triplet
states

The above figure shows intersystem crossing from the excited singlet state (SI) to
the triplet state (T). The diamonds indicate a population that has undergone intersystem
crossing to the triplet state. The magnified portion of the above figure shows that the
triplet energy level consists of three

levels~

called T+, To and T-. This splitting of the

energy levels occurs because the electrons are not paired. So, the electron can both be
spin up (+1, T+), both spin down (-1, T-) or one up, one down (0, TO)42. This figure
shows that the population is at the To level.
When phylloquinone is extracted from PSI we obtain the very distinctive transient
EPR spectrum that is shown in the following figure.
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3100

3300
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Figure 2-10: A Triplet Spectrum from Extracted PSI
This spectrum is the triplet state of cWorophyll.

In a triplet spectrum, the

properties we can observe are dominated by magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. This is
the interaction of the magnetic moment of an electron in the field of another electron.
This can be described in terms of parameters known as D and E. The value of D and E
are given by the following equations.

Equation 2-6

Where r = the distance between the two electrons
y, z = coordinates of electron 2 in an axis system fIXed on electron 1.

X,
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What tells us that this is a spectrum of the triplet state of P700 and not due to
another part of PSI is that the values of D and E parameters are the same as those
obtained in experiments with a cWorophyl1 monome~o

and references within.

The polarization

pattern gives a population in To for all 3 orientations. That is, this pattern shows that no
matter how we orient the external magnetic field (i.e., parallel to
populated.

~

y or z), To is always

This is not possible by spin orbit coupling-driven Intersystem Crossing

because it follows molecular symmetry and not the external field. So how is the 3P700
being formed? The pattern shown in Figure 2-10 is indicative of the recombination of a
radical pair. This process is illustrated in the following figure.

T+

--~~

TO--~_

T-----

Figure 2-11: How a Triplet State is Formed by Recombination
It was shown in Figure 2-2 that the energy levels that get populated when a
radical pair forms have both singlet and triplet character. Thus singlet/triplet mixing
occurs between S and To and recombination of the radical pair to the triplet state ofP (3p)
populates only the To level of 3p. It is this population in the triplet level To that causes
the NEIE/AINE pattern seen and this allows us to deduce that recombination and not
intersystem crossing has occurred. The EPR triplet spectrum also looks dramatically
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different from the radical pair spectrum, providing a simple assay for the effectiveness of
-.

the extraction.

The fact that we see the triplet spectrum also indicates that there is

electron transfer to Ao., indicating that the reaction centre has not been damaged by the
extraction procedure. Furthermore, the incorporation of the non-native quinones can be
monitored by the disappearance of the triplet spectrum and reappearance of the radical
pair spectrum.
Our goal is to interpret the radical pair spectra in terms of orientation and
interaction with the protein. Hyperfine coupling is important but its origin is not always
clear and it can make the spectrum quite complicated. A helpful technique for resolving
spectra is deuteration of the molecules involved.

Here we have done several such

experiments, so it is important to outline the influence of deuteration on hyperfine
splitting.

Deuteration Experiments
Deuteriu~

also known as heavy hydrogen, is a useful tool for determining the

source of the hyperfine coupling that causes splitting in the EPR spectrum. When we
deuterate a quinone we replace either all or a specific number of protons with deuterium.
Deuterium has a mass about double that of hydrogen due to the fact that it has a neutron,
and has a magnetic moment about six times smaller than hydrogen, which produces a
much weaker local field 26 • This means that the hyperfine coupling in a deuterated sample
will be much smaller and will not be resolved in our EPR spectrum..

Selective

deuteration of a quinone will allow us to pinpoint the source of resolved hyperfme
coupling by observing the disappearance of specific hyperfine splitting as protons are
systematically replaced with deuterons.
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Another feature of the transient EPR data is that they are sensitive to the rate of
electron transfer. 1992 Nobel Prize winner Rudolph Marcus developed a theory to relate

the rate of electron transfer to temperature, redox potential and the surrounding solvent
molecules37, 38. We can use Marcus theory to analyze the electron transfer rates in our
system.

Rates of Electron Transfer: Marcus Theory
An electron transfer reaction going from the initial state (D and A) to the final

state (D+A-) can be represented by two parabolas.

Nuclear Coordinate

Figure 2-12: An electron transfer reaction
In this diagram the parabola labeled V R represents the potential energy of the
~~reactants",

i.e. the donor and acceptor before electron transfer, V p represents the
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potential ofthe "products" i.e., the radical pair generated by electron transfer.

~G*

is the

activation energy, the amount of energy needed for electron transfer to occur.

~GO

is the

standard free energy change, the driving force behind the reaction. A is defmed as the
reorganization energy of the reaction. The Franck-Condon principle states that electron
transfer occurs faster than the nuclei can move 62 • As a result~ the electron can only be
transferred at the point where the two curves cross. The rate of electron transfer depends

on the energy barrier, or at what point the two curves cross.
We can work out the value of the activation energy, ~G*, for the reaction by
putting it in terms of ~GO and A; this gives us the Marcus equation.

Equation 2-7
The Marcus equation can be rewritten to relate activation energy to the rate of
electron transfer; this is shown in the following equation.

Equation 2-8
Where kET = the rate of electron transfer
kMAX = the maximum rate of electron transfer

This shows that when the reaction is activationless,

~GO

is equal to A and the

reaction is at its maximum rate, thus the temperature has no effect on the rate of the
reaction. Under these conditions the rate is k MAX, so we can tell whether or not a reaction
is proceeding at its maximum rate based on its temperature dependence.
A Marcus Curve is created by plotting In kET vs.

~Go,

shown in the following

figure.
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Figure 2-13: The Marcus Curve
The driving force is i1Go, and In KET is the rate of the reaction. This figure shows
that the maximum of the curve is located where

~Go

= A and then the rate of electron

transfer drops offwith increased driving force (the shaded region in Figure 2-13). This is
the Inverted Region of the Marcus curve, where we have a slow rate despite a large
driving force 37, 38.
A 1998 study by Schlodder et at. measured the temperature dependence of
electron transfer from P 7oo+A 1- in PSI to Fx41 . It was determined that the rate of electron
transfer from A l - to Fx slows at lower temperatures (in the range of 300-200 K)41. The
activation energy (L\O*) was approximately 0.22 eV and reorganization energy was about
1 eV41 • Since the rate of electron transfer from A 1- to Fx in PSI is not at a maximum,
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experiments with non-native quinones that have midpoint potentials (and

~GO

values)

that are both higher and lower than phylloquinone allows us to determJ.ne where on the
Marcus curve the rate of electron transfer from A I - to Fx lies.

What Does an EPR Experiment Tell Us?
Unlike NMR, where usually the magnetic field is kept constant and the frequency
is varied, in an EPR experiment frequency is kept constant and the magnetic field is
varied over a specific range in which the spectrum is expected. In a time resolved EPR
experiment, the data is displayed as a function oftime and applied magnetic field. Figure
2-14 shows a Time Resolved EPR dataset.
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Figure 2-14: A typical Transient EPR Time-Field Dataset

Though very interesting to look at, if the EPR signal decays uniformly with
respect to time, we do not obtain any additional information by plotting the time
dependence. Normally, the spectrum is integrated with respect to time, and given as a
function of applied magnetic field. For example, the following spectrum (Figure 2-15) is
from the same data set shown in Figure 2-14, integrated from 0.4 IlS - 0.8 IlS.
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Figure 2-15: An EPR spectrum

Displaying a spectrum this way also makes comparison of spectra from different
samples much

easier~

Analysis of the shape of an EPR spectrum can tell us about the

strength and origin of the hyperfme coupling, and the orientation of the acceptor Al
relative to the donor P7QQ+~ The fact that we see the radical pair spectrum means that the
electron is in fact being transferred to the secondary acceptor, while the changes in the
spectrum as a function of time at room temperature allows the kinetics of electron
transfer from Al to Fx to be studied.

Though EPR provides a lot of information about our system, it is not without its
drawbacks. It is important to acknowledge both the advantages and disadvantages to EPR
spectroscopy~
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EPR: Strengths and Weaknesses
A disadvantage to EPR is that it is not very sensitive. This means that to obtain a
sufficiently strong signal, it is necessary to either use a lot of sample or perform a lot of
averaging.

Unfortunately, the organic solvents used in our extraction/incubation

experiments destroy some of the reaction centres. Enough PSI survives the extraction
procedure that the

P700+A 1-

radical pair still forms after incubation with non-native

quinones, but there is a significant decrease in the signal strength, and as a result the
signal to noise ratio is reduced.
An advantage to EPR, especially when dealing with extraction of phylloquinone
and incubation with non-native quinones, is that it allows us to look at the formation of
both the radical pair spectrum and the triplet spectrum using just one technique. What is
most important is that the triplet spectrum is essentially zero in the region of the magnetic
field where the radical pair appears. Thus any triplet spectrum that may be present after
incubation is seen merely as a sloping baseline and will not interfere with our
interpretation of the radical pair spectrum. Thus this technique is effectively blind to the
damaged PSI.

Experimental
The cyanobacterium Synechocystis

pce 6803 was grown in 2 litre batch cultures

using the methods of Biggins and Mathis (1988)11.

Modifications to the growth

procedure were the addition of 10mM NaHC03 and 10mM TES (pH 7.8) to maximize
growth rate. Cells were harvested, washed and stored, and PSI was isolated from the
cells according to the methods of Biggins and Mathis (1988)11.
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The native phylloquinone was extracted from lyophilized PSI using 99% pure
hexane (Aldrich), and a mixture of 0.3% Methanol (Caledon) in Hexane. The extraction
procedure was as described by Biggins and Mathis (1988); however, an extra extraction
step using Methanol-Hexane was required to adequately extract phylloquinone in this
case.

After each

extractio~

the extracted PSI was tested using transient EPR to

determine success or failure of the procedure.
The extracted PSI was resuspended in a buffer containing 50 mM Tricine, 0.2%
Triton X-100 and 10% glycerol to prepare for incubation with non-native quinones. The
Quinones were dissolved in ethanol or n-propanol, depending on their solubility. It is
important to note that control experiments were performed in a previous study that
showed the alcohol used to dissolve the Quinones did not have an effect on the EPR
spectrum (Ragogna, unpublished data). From this we conclude that the solvent does not
alter the protein.
A wide variety of Quinones was selected for incubation in order to explore several
questions about the significance of structural features of phylloquinone. Incubation times
were 24 hours (AQ) and 2 hours (all other quinones). The structures of the non-native
Quinones used are shown in the following figure.

o

o
1,4-Naphthoquinone40

o
2-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone
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0.

o

o
9, lO-Anthraquinone40

2-ethyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone

o

2-chloromethyl-3-methyl-l,4 naphthoquinone40

o
Br

o
2-bromo-3-methyl-I, 4-naphthoquinone40

2-ethylthio-3-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone40

H

3

I

><
ODD

Hydroxy-phylloquinone
d2-2-ethyl-l, 4-napthoquinone
Figure 2-16: Structures orNon-Native Q~inones.Used
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The importance of the methyl group and the phytyl tail was explored in the series
-.

of monosubstituted alkyl-naphthoquinones with an increasingly long side chain. 1, 4Naphthoquinone, 2-Methyl-l, 4-Naphthoquinone, and 2-Ethyl-l, 4-Naphthoquinone were
selected in order to determine if the length of (or absence of) a side group would affect
the orientation of the quinone in the Al site. Another question that will be answered with
this series of quinones is that if there is just one side group, will it assume the position of
the methyl group or the phytyl tail? In other words, what feature in the native system is
responsible for orienting the quinone properly? Hydroxy-phylloquinone was selected to
determine what, if any, effect a change in the phytyl tail would have on the orientation in
the binding site and on the rate of electron transfer.

Spatial restrictions were tested

through the use of Anthraquinone, which has an additional ring compared to the
naphthoquinone head group. The series of disubstituted quinones was used to determine
if they would bind with their side groups in a specific orientation and whether there is
sufficient space in the Al binding site to accommodate a large, bulky group, such as a
halogen.
EPR experiments were performed under several conditions. Low temperature
EPR experiments were performed at both X-band (9 GHz) and Q-Band (35GHz).
Temperatures were kept at 150K (X-band) using a liquid nitrogen cooling system, and at
80 K (Q-band) using a helium cryostat. Room temperature experiments were performed
at X-band, using a flat cell. Two video amplifiers were used, one with a response time in
the range of 1-2 JlS and the other about IOns. The 'fast' amplifier was used for room
temperature spectra; the 'slow' used for low temperature experiments and for qualitative
determination of whether forward electron transfer from Al

~

Fx was occurring with
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non-native Quinones in the Al site at room temperature. Samples were illuminated using
--

aNd:YAG laser at 532 nm and 10Hz (X band) and aNd:YAGIMOPO at 10Hz and 532
nm (Q band).
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Chapter 3
Results
Transient EPR gives a unique spectrum when the P7oo+A1- radical pair of PSI is
formed. In Chapter 2 it was discussed how the shape of this spectrum was due to spin
polarization and hyperfme coupling to the CH3 group of phylloquinone. When nonnative quinones are incorporated into the binding site the intensity of emission or
absorption and the overall shape of the spectrum will be altered. This may be due to
changes in the hyperfine coupling of the protons of the non-native quinones compared to
native PSI, or the result of the non-native quinone having a different orientation than
phylloquinone. With a monosubstituted non-native quinone, it is possible that hydrogen
bonding to the oxygen atom ortho or meta to the substituent will occur. It is also possible
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that the side chain will be located in the position of the methyl group in intact PSI, or
where the phytyl tail normally resides. When the native phylloquinone is removed by
extraction with organic solvents, the distinctive triplet spectrum due to 3P700 is apparent.
It is valuable to use EPR to monitor the disappearance of the triplet spectrum and
subsequent return of the radical pair spectrum after incubation with non-native quinones,
which indicates successful replacement of phylloquinone.

X band experiments,

performed at 150K and 9 GHz give important information about the intensity of
hyperfme coupling and can be used as a qualitative tool to determine whether successful
replacement of the native quinone was achieved. Analysis of Q band (35 GHz) spectra
obtained at low temperature (80K) will give key information about the orientation of the
non-native quinones in the Al site. Room temperature X band experiments will show
whether electron transfer is still occurring when a non-native quinone is present in the Al
site~

X Band Transient EPR Experiments at 150K
In order to determine that the isolation and extraction procedures were not the
cause of any change observed in the EPR spectrum, a series of control experiments were
conducted. First the X band EPR spectrum of this cyanobacterium was measured using a
sample of whole cells. In order to confirm that the isolation procedure was not affecting
the radical pair spectrum, an experiment was performed on intact PSI that had been
isolated from whole cells. The following figure shows the P 700+A 1- spectrum of whole
cells of Synechocystis 6803 compared with isolated PSI particles.
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Figure 3-1: X Band Spectrum of Whole Cells ofSynechocystis 6803 and Isolated PSI
A comparison to the EPR spectrum of whole cells sho·ws that the two spectra are
identical. The identical spectra confrrm that the procedure for isolating PSI from the
thylakoid membrane of Synechocystis 6803 does not damage PSI and will not prevent
successful formation of the radical pair P7Qo+A1-.

Thus any change in the spectrum

obtained from samples of extracted PSI incubated with foreign quinones will be due to
the presence ofthe quinone and not an effect ofthe isolation procedure.
The spectra obtained in Figure 3-1 are due to the formation o·f the radical pair
P700+A 1-.

At this point it is useful to point out the important features of the spectrum.
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Figure 3-2: X Band EPR Spectrum of Intact PSI
This spectrum shows the contribution from the donor,

P700

at the high-field end

(--3382 Gauss) and the contribution from the quinone (A l ) at the low-field end
3379 Gauss) of the spectrum.

(~3369-

The spectrum has the overall pattern of

Emission/Absorption/Emission (E/AIE). The shoulder at around 3372 Gauss results from
splitting of the signal due to hyperfine coupling to the protons of the 3-methyl side chain
of phylloquinone. The splitting is not more resolved due to the presence of the 2-phytyl
tail which also has hyperfine coupling to the unpaired electron. This 1:3:3: I pattern is
observed due to the asymmetric hydrogen bond to the carbonyl in the I-position of the
naphthoquinone head group which causes increased electron density to the group meta to
the hydrogen bond.
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The method used to remove phylloquinone from PSI was admittedly a harsh one.
By definition, extraction of phylloquinone from the A] site with organic solvents requires

denaturing the binding site. The question that must be addressed is whether PSI can
withstand this treatment or whether it causes irreparable damage. Figure 3-3 answers that
question.
extracted

310

330
350
8 /mT

370

0

Intact

335.5

336.5

337.5

338.5

339.5

Bo/mT
Figure 3-3: The Extrnction and Reincubation of Phylloquinone in PSI27

The inset spectrum is the triplet spectrum of PSI after extraction with organic
solvents. Note the scale of the spectrum is much wider than the radical pair spectra
depicted in the main part of the figure.

The triplet spectrum has the distinctive

AIE/E/N AlE pattern that indicates the formation of the

3P700

state, because of
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recombination of the radical pair (discussed in Chapter 2). The small spike in the triplet
spectrum is a very weak radical pair spectrum that is due to the presence of a small
amount of unextracted phylloquinone that remains in PSI. After incubatiol\ the P 700+A 1spectrum is restored (labeled reconstituted in Figure 3-3) and is identical to the intact PSI
radical pair spectrum. Thus we can conclude that there is no detectable damage to the
binding site27 •
From this point on, for ease of reading, the transient EPR spectrum of extracted
PSI incubated with a non-native quinone will be referred to as simply the spectrum of the
non-native quinone. The abbreviations for the non native quinones that were used are
listed on page 6.
Having demonstrated that any. changes in the spectra would not be due to either
the isolation or extraction procedure, the path was clear for a series of incubation
experiments. First to be incubated was a quinone that was very similar in structure to
phylloquinone, hydroxy-phylloquinone.
Replacement of the double bond of the phytyl tail of phylloquinone with a
hydroxy group makes hydroxy-phylloquinone.

This means that there is no longer

1t

bonding from the C=C double bond, and also, the shape of the tail is changed. The effect
on the X band spectrum is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3-4: X band EPR spectrum ofPhQ-OH at 150 K
The spectrum is very similar to the native spectrum, with the same 1:3:3:1
hyperfme splitting p·attern seen in intact PSI. This indicates that the lack of the double
bond in the phytyl tail has little effect o·n the formation of the radical pair or on the
interaction ofthe quinone with the surrounding protein.
In order to determine whether the p.hytyl tailor the methyl group in phylloquinone
is important for achieving the correct orientation in the At site, a series of experiments
using monosubstituted 1, 4-naphthoquinones was performed. The following series shows
the effect of increasing the length ofthe side chain.
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Figure 3~5: X band spectra of NQ, MNQ and ENQ· at 150K
These spectra have been aligned using the position of the signal from

P7QQ

(at the

high field end of the spectrum) as a reference point. This figure shows that when NQ is
present in the binding site and the 'side chain' is merely a proton a clear hyperfme
coupling pattern is not observed. It is possible that this quino,ne, which is essentially just
the head group of phylloquinone, is being inc-orporated into the At site with a distribution
of orientations. This could be due to the absence of an asymmetric side chain27 •
The spectrum of MNQ is similar to that of native PSI, the hyperfrne coupling is
more pronounced but the splitting is nearly the same. The increased resolutio,n of the
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pattern in the MNQ sample is due to the fact that with phylloquinone there is hyperfme
- ---

-

.... ~.~

coupling to the CH2 group of the phytyl tail which contributes to the hyperfine pattern,
but this does not occur with MNQ. The fact that the splitting in MNQ is nearly the same
as that of native PSI means that the spin density is the same thus the methyl group of
MNQ has the same orientation as the methyl group of phylloquinone, meta to the
hydrogen bonded oxygen.
It was expected that the phytyl tail would determine the orientation of
phylloquinone in the binding site, thus it was uncertain how the monosubstituted
quinones would be inc 0 rporated21, 28. The relatively small side groups selected could fit
relatively easily into the site normally occupied by the methyl group or the phytyl tail.
However, in the X band spectrum of ENQ it is apparent that a strong 1:2: 1 hyperfine
splitting pattern appears when ENQ is incubated with extracted PSI21 • The pattern
suggests that the side group is in the position meta to the hydrogen bond to the oxygen
group of the quinone, and the coupling is to the CH2 group of the ethyl side chain.
Deuteration experiments will reveal the whether this is the source of the hyperfine
splitting pattern.
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Figure 3~:6: X band Spectra of a Series ofIsotopically labeled Naphthoquinones
This series of spectra confrrms that the splitting pattern is due to hyperfme
coupling to- the two equivalent protons on the methylene group. When the methylene
protons are replaced with deuterium (the third spectrum down in Figure 3-6), the 1:2:1
splitting pattern vanishes. When the quinone is fully deuterated, we have the same EIAlE
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pattern, but the lowfield feature of the spe'ctrum is narrowed due to the presence of

deuterium

on the -qumone.

Anthraquinone posed a unique challenge as it has a rigid bulky- ring where the
alkl'l naphthoquinones have a single flexible chain, thus there was some question as to
whether spatial restrictions would prevent its incorporation into the binding site. The
results shown in the following figure" which compares intact PSI and extracted PSI
incubated with AQ, indicate the remarkable versatility of the Al binding site.

- - - Intact PSI
---AQ

i

,

3460

3470

,
3480

3490

M,agnelic Field (Gauss)

Figure 3~7: X band Spectrum of AQ compared to Intact PSI
The spectrum shows that when anthraquinone is incorporated into the binding
site" the sp-ectrum has an overall pattern o-fE/NE. Because the 1:3:3:1 hyperfme splitting
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pattern present in the spectrum of intact PSI is due to hyperfine coupling to the CH3
group, it is absent in the AQ spectrum.

Unlike with the monosubstituted

naphthoquinones, we cannot deduce whether or not the hydrogen bond is intact when AQ
is bound~ because it lacks the strong hfs pattern such as that seen with ENQ.
After X band experiments were conducted to determine successful incorporation
of non-native Quinones in the Al site and the degree of hyperfine coupling, Q band EPR
experiments were performed to determine the orientation of the quinone in the Al site.

Q Band Transient EPR Experiments at 80K
Q band EPR is conducted at a higher magnetic field than X band and the spectrum
covers a wider range of magnetic field positions. As a result, the spectrum is not as
compressed and the signal can be interpreted more easily, since there is less overlap
between signal due to Al and P 700 • As a result, a Q band spectrum can give us more
information about the orientation of the Quinones in the binding site.
It has been demonstrated using X band EPR that the isolation of PSI, extraction of
the native quinone and subsequent reconstitution with phylloquinone does not affect the
appearance of the spectrum. There is also no effect on the appearance of the spectrum at
Q band, therefore any changes in the Q band spectrum of PSI incubated with foreign
Quinones will be due to the non-native quinone having a different orientation in the Al
site. A typical Q band spectrum of intact PSI is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 3-8: Q band spectmm of Intact PSI
In the native system, the spectrum has a pattern of E/N NE/A. The question of
orientation ofthe naphthoquinone headgroup afnon-native quinones will be addressed by
looking at the pattern of emission and absorption that appears when the non-native
quinones are incorporated into the Al site. We begin with the series of monosubstituted
naphthoquinones that was first seen in figure 3-5 at X band.
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Figure 3~9: Q band spectra of PSI incubated with NQ, MNQ and ENQ
These spectra all have the same overall pattern of E/N NE/ A as that of intact PSI,
which means that the series of non-native Quinones are all incorporated into the Ai site
with the same orientation as p.hylloquinone. Slight differences in the shape of the sp·ectra
can be attributed to differing hyperfme couplings with the series of non-native quinones,
which primarily affects the absorptive features in the centre of the spectrum ('"'-'1208012090 Gauss). The interpretation that the changes in the sp,ectra are due to hyperfme
coupling, and not so,me other factor, is corro,borated by the series o·f spectra obtained with
deuterated ethyl naphthoquinones.
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As demonstrated at X band, the spectra of deuterated quinones do not have
-

-

~

resolved hyperfme splitting. If we examine the overall pattern o-f the spectra of d2ENQ

and dl0ENQ we can determine whether the orientation changes with deuteration and

ensure that differences in the features of the ENQ spectrum are due to hyperfme
coupling.

ENQ
d2ENQ
d10ENQ

12020

12040

12060

12080

Magnetic Field (Gauss)
Figure 3-10: Q band spectra of PSI incubated with a series of isotopically labeled
ethyl naphtboquinones

In Figure 3-10 w-e see that although the central features of the sp-ectra are
changing as the protons are replaced with deuterons, the spectrum still has an EIN NEIA
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pattern, which indicates that the foreign qumones have the same orientation as
---

--.

phyllo"quinone~

Replacement of the two methylene protons on the ethyl side chain

(second spectrum) narrows the lowfield features of the spectrum, emphasizing the
EINNE/A

pattem~

Perdeuteration of the quinone narrows the sp-ectrum

further~

The

lowfield E/A feature of these spectra is very similar to that of the Q band spectrum of
native PSI, indicating that the o-rientation ofthe quino·nes is the same32~
A similar effect is seen when extracted PSI is incubated with perdeuterated NQ

and MNQ, shown in Figure 3-11.
_.-_.- NQ-d6
- - - MNQ-d8
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F'igure 3-11: Q band Spectra of PSI incubated with d8-MNQ and d6-NQ
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We see here that perdeuteration of MNQ and NQ emphasizes their similarity to
the spectrum of intact PSI (Figure 3-8). The E/A at the low field end of the spectrum for
d6NQ (-.;12075 - 12085 Gauss) is not as strong as that of d8MNQ. In the d8MNQ
spect~
P700

the emissive portion is deeper, and the absorptive feature is higher, when the

(high field) signal is kept constant as a reference.

This is probably due to a

distribution of orientations ofNQ.
A 1995 study by van der Est et al. simulated spectra to demonstrate the effect on
the spectrum when the orientation of the quinone was changed32 . In the calculations, the
g tensor of the quinone was used as the ''reference axis system,,32. So a change in the
orientation shows up as a change in the value ofe and <p, which describe the dipolar axis
relative to the g tensor of the quinone 32 . The value of <p has a dramatic effect on the
pattern observed in the Q (and K) band EPR spectrum32 . The appearance of the spectrum
changes, when the quinone is parallel to the dipole-dipole coupling vector, 41, (<p = 0)
there is a strong Emission!Absorption at the low field end of the spectrum. As the value
of <p increases, the intensity of the E/A is lessened until we reach the "magic angle" of
54.7°, where the pattern changes to AlE/A at the low field end32 . A common feature to all
of our deuterated spectra is a strong Emission!Absorption at the low field end of the
spectrum. This indicates that gxx is parallel to 41. 32
The X band EPR spectrum of PSI incubated with anthraquinone did not allow us
to determine whether the hydrogen bond is present when anthraquinone is incorporated
into the binding site. However, the polarization pattern of the Q band spectrum of AQ
will show whether the presence of the additional ring has an effect on the orientation of
anthraquinone in the binding site.
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Figure 3-12: Q Band Spectrum of PSI incubated with AQ-

Once again we see the now-familiar EfA/AIEIA shape of the spectrum, indicating
that anthraquinone has the same orientation in the binding site as phylloquinone.
Previous studies with PSI incubated with 1, 4-Naphthoquinone had sho·wn a very
interesting result. It appeared that NQ was apparently incorporated in the Al site with an
orientation in which the quinone was rotated by 90° with respect to the x-axis, compared
to native phylloquinone32 ,

51.

The features observed in the spectrum, namely an

absorbance at low field and a narrow EfA pattern, correspond to a value of q> that is close
to 90° and indicate that gyy is parallel to Zd in contrast with PSI, which has gxx parallel to
ZQ32, 51.

However, when this experiment was repeated, using the same method of growth,

isolation of PSI and extraction of p,hylloquinone, the results were quite different. The
two spectra are compared in the following figure.
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Figure 3~13: "The Naphthoquinone Dilemma"
Here we see that the pattern at the high field end, the contribution to the spectrum
from

P700+,

is identical in both spectra. The difference is at the low field end of the

spectra, where the contribution from the quinone appears. The sp·ectrurn lab·eled NQ-d6
(old), which has an AIElA pattern at low field, indicates that gyy is parallel to '4132 , 51. It
was initially thought that NQ had weaker bonding to the protein, which prevented it from
binding in the same orientation as p.hylloquinone32 • However, the spectrum labeled NQd6 clearly shows the EfA pattern at low field, indicating that gxx is parallel to 4J, that is,
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the orientation is the same as phylloquinone. Recent experiments suggest that it was the
method of ";ample preparation in the previous study that resulted -in the different
orientation, rather than the quinone used (van der Est, 2003, unpublished data). When
D20 is used during incubation with d6NQ, we obtain a spectrum similar to those
observed in the previous studies57 . When H2 0 is used instead ofD2 0, we see a spectrum
similar to the X band spectrum ofNQ-d6 obtained in this research project.

- - resuspended in H20
- - resuspended in D20

3350

3360

3370

3380

3390

3400

Magnetic Field (Gauss)

Figure 3-14: PSI incubated with NQ in D20 and H20 (Credit: Robyn Martin)
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These results indicate that it is the presence of D20 that affects the ability of the
quinone to bind in the Al site, perhaps by affecting the hydrogen bond to the l-carbonyl.

X Band EPR Spectra of 2, 3 disubstituted methyl
naphthoquinones
We have now determined what orientation the quinone would have with a
monosubstituted non-native quinone, or a quinone with a rigid ring. The next logical step
was to use 2, 3-disubstituted methyl naphthoquinones to determine the orientation the
quinone would have in the binding site. When a quinone with a single alkyl side chain
was incorporated into the Al site, it is oriented so that the side chain is meta to the
hydrogen bonded

c=o.

Will a quinone with both a methyl group and another side chain

be incorporated with the methyl group meta or ortho to the hydrogen bond? Analysis of
the hyperfine splitting pattern using transient EPR will allow us to determine the
orientation of the disubstituted methyl naphthoquinones. The following figure shows the
result of incubating with 2-cWoromethyl- and 2-ethylthio- 3-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone.
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Figure 3-15: X band Spectra of2, 3-disubstituted methyl naphthoquinones

The most striking feature of the spectra for these two disubstituted quinones is
their similarity to the spectrum of MNQ. Q ba;nd spectra are needed to determine the
orientation of these quinones properly, but the resemblance to the MNQ spectrum
indicates that the orientation of the headgroup and the position of the methyl group are
the same as for MNQ, and by extension, the same as in the native system. This means
that the ethylthio- group and the chloromethyl- group are probably located in the position
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normally occupied by the phytyl tail of phylloquinone. It appears that the presence ofthe

ethylthio- or chloromethyl- side chain causes an increase in hyperfine coupling to the
methyl group, which is revealed by the increase in the degree of splitting of the spectrum
as the 1:3:3:1 pattern becomes clearer.
The limits to the size and type of quinone that can be successfully and
reproducibly incorporated into a binding site that normally contains phylloquinone are
revealed by incubation of extracted PSI with 2-bromo-3-methyl-1, 4-naphthoquinone.
Bromine is a halogen, with an atomic radius of 1.14 A, a mass of approximately 79.9 amu
and an electronegativity of2.8

26.

This side group is quite different from the phytyl tail

that it has replaced, which consists of basically non-polar C-H bonds and non-polar C-C
bonds64 • The effect is shown in the following spectrum.
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Figure 3-16: X band EPR spectrum of PSI incubated with BrMNQ
The poor resolution of the hyperfme structure is most likely due to presence of
bromine atom directly next to the ring. We cannot detect the 1:3:3:1 pattern due to
hyperfme coupling to the 3-methyl group that we could see so clearly in the case of 2chloromethyl- and 2-ethylthio- 3-methyl naphthoquinone and thus cannot make any
conclusions about the binding ofthe quinone.
The shape of the spectrum suggests that there is a distribution of orientations of
the quinone.

That is, the quinone is being accepted by the site, but it may not be

incorporated in the same way in all cases.
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X Band Transient EPR Experiments at 300K
EPR at room temperature is an excellent technique for determining the
rate of electron transfer in PSI.

This is especially important for experiments with

incubation of non native quinones, in order to determine what effect the properties of the
quinones have on the rate of forward electron transfer to the iron sulfur clusters.
By analyzing a room temperature EPR experiment, we can easily measure the
lifetime of forward electron transfer to the iron-sulfur cluster Fx from Al provided it is
greater than approximately 50 ns and less than the decay of spin polarization. To analyze
a room temperature

spect~

one can use a fit program to extract the electron transfer

lifetime, or merely compare the shape of the spectra to determine whether electron
transfer is occurring. The following preliminary room temperature experiments do not
allow· an accurate determination of the electron transfer lifetimes and therefore will be
discussed qualitatively.
Previous studies on intact PSI have demonstrated the temperature dependence of
the rate of electron transfer from Al to Fx41 • This implies that LiG* is not zero and
therefore the rate of electron transfer is not at the maximum of the Marcus curve. The
question posed with these non--native quinones is whether the rate of electron transfer will
increase or decrease when they are present in the Al site.
It has been demonstrated that at X band, the EPR spectrum is unchanged when
looking at whole cells and isolated PSI. It is important to ensure that this is also the case

for the rate of forward electron transfer. That is, that the radical pair is forming and the
PSI is still functional. The following figure provides that vital reassurance. Figure 3-16
shows transients extracted from the datasets of whole cells, intact isolated PSI and
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extracted PSI incubated with phylloquinone (VK1). The bottom set of transients shows
electron tr~sfer

to AI, and the formation of the radical pair P700 A

+ 1-,

with the subsequent

transfer to Fx, forming P 7oo+F£. The formation ofP700+A 1- is indicated by the absorptive
signal, and the signal decays with the transfer to Fx. The rate at which the electron is
transferred can be extracted from the transients by measuring the time that it takes from
the point of maximum absorbance to the point where the signal becomes emissive.

a

- "_. Whole cells
- - Intact
- - VK1

P700+FXb

o

1
2
Time (microseconds)

3

4

Figure 3-17: Whole Cells, Isolated PSI and extracted PSI incubated with
Phylloquinone
The transients for whole cells, isolated intact PSI and extracted PSI incubated
with phylloquinone are identical. This shows us that the isolation and extraction steps
have no effect on the rate of forward electron transfer. It has previously been reported
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that the rate of electron transfer from At to Fx has two phases, 200 ns and 20 ns

18

•

The

fast phase cannot be detected with this method, but it is possible to see the 200 ns phase.
For our purposes, the actual rate of electron transfer is not as important as the fact that all
three preparations have the same rate.
Now that we know that the extraction procedure is not affecting forward electron
transfer to Fx , we can move on to the PSI preparations incubated with non-native
quinones. The following figure shows the transients extracted from room temperature
EPR spectra of PSI incubated with NQ,

~Q,

ENQ, OH-PhQ,

ClM~Q

and

Br~Q.

Room temperature experiments with the deuterated forms of naphthoquinone, methyl
naphthoquinone and ethyl naphthoquinone were not conducted, since previous
experiments indicated that deuteration did not affect the rate of electron transfer. Room
temperature experiments with ethylthio-3-methyl naphthoquinone will be conducted at a

later date.
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Figure 3-18: Transients from Room Temperature EPR Experiments of PSI
incubated with a series of non-native Quinones
What all of these transients have in common

IS

the absence of the

Absorbance/Emission pattern seen in that of native PSI. Instead, we get the absorptive
peak that decays to zero, on approximately the same timescale as spin relaxation. This
indicates that there has been electron transfer to the quinone from Ao, but the forward
transfer from the quinone to Fx is either slowed past the point where we can detect it with
this method, or it is not occurring at all.

At this point it is unclear which of these two

situations is occurring.
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Room temperature spectra can tell us whether the radical pair is present, or the
electron has-akeady been transferred to the iron-sulfur clusters. The foll~wing figure is a
room temperature spectrum ofwhole cells ofSynechocystis 6803.

- - Whole Cells-early
- - Whole Cells-late

3460

3470

3480

3490

Magnetic Field (Gauss)

Figure 3-19: Room temperature Spectrum of Whole Cells

Here we can see that the spectrum changes dramatically, from the familiar
Emission!Absorption/Emission pattern seen in the early spectrum (black line), to just
Emission in the late spectrum (red line). The contribution from the quinone is located at
the low field end, and with forward electron transfer to Fx the emissive signal disappears.
Anthraquinone is unique in our series of foreign quinones for several reasons. It
lacks the flexible alkyl tail present in our alkyl naphthoquinones.

Unlike the other
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quinones studied (namely NQ, MNQ and ENQ) it has a midpoint potential that is more
negative than phy11oquinone. Its value of -830 mV iri--OMF is approxImately 120 mV
more negative than the potential of phylloquinone in DMF35 ,
anthraquinone has a higher

~GO

36.

value than phylloquinone.

This implies that

The Marcus theory

(discussed in Chapter 2) tells us that if the rate for electron transfer from P700+At- to Fx is

in the normal region of the curve, incorporation of a quinone with a higher

~Go

value

will result in an increased rate of electron transfer and if the rate is in the inverted region
of the Marcus curve, the rate will decrease. The room temperature spectrum of AQ gives
us our answer.

- - AQ-Early
- - AQ-Late

3375

3385

3395

3405

3415

Magnetic Field (Gauss)

Figure 3-20: Room temperature EPR spectrum of PSI with AQ
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In this figure, 'AQ-early' is a boxcar spectrum taken from 120-140.

The

spectrum labeled 'AQ-Iate' is a boxcar from 180-250. The early (black) and late (red)
spectra both have an overall pattern of Emission!Absorption. The E/AlE pattern seen at
low temperature has vanished. The contribution to the early spectrum from the quinone
at the low field end

(~3385

Gauss) is vanishing with time. This spectrum indicates that

electron transfer from anthraquinone to F x is occurring and it seems to be occurring on a
faster timescale than that in native PSI. This suggests that the rate of electron transfer
from Al to Fx is in the normal region of the Marcus Curve.

Summary of Results
Table 3-2: Location of side chains, orientation
of electron transfer
Hyperfme
Quinone
Location of side
Splitting
chains(X-band
Spectrum)
Symmetric molecule Not visible
NQ
1:3:3:1
Meta to H-bond
MNQ
1:2:1
Meta to H-bond
ENQ
CH3 meta to H bond 1:3:3:1
OH-PhQ
Symmetric molecule Not visible
AQ
CIMMNQ CH3 meta to H bond 1:3:3:1
CH3 meta to H bond 1:3:3: 1
ETMNQ
Cannot determine
Cannot
BrMNQ
from spectrum

of head group and effect on the rate

Headgronp
Orientation (QBand Spectrum)

Rate of Electron
Transfer

Same as wt
Same as wt
Same as wt
n/a
Same as wt
n/a
n/a
n/a

Slower than wt
Slower than wt
Slower than wt
Slower than wt
Faster than wt
Slower than wt

nJa
Slower than wt

determine
from
spectrum
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Chapter 4
Discussion
The resilience of PSI is truly amazing, which is illustrated by the fact that it can
stand up to incredibly harsh treatment with organic solvents and still have successful
forward electron transfer. Even when mutations are introduced that prevent the synthesis
of the secondary electron acceptor, PSI is capable of functioning by using the other
available quinone, found in the plastoquinone pool of the thylakoid membrane l9 • In fact,
when phylloquinone is reintroduced to extracted PSI, the hyperfine coupling, spin
polarization and even the rate of electron transfer remains the same. As well, with just
one exception (2-Bromo-3-Methyl naphthoquinone), PSI seems to be able to
reproducibly bind a wide variety of naphthoquinone derivatives.
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The extraction of phylloquinone from PSI using organic solvents is a harsh but
effective method.

Although this procedure does remove a significant number of

chlorophyll and carotenoid molecules along with phylloquinone (See Appendix 1 ·for
optical spectra) this has no detectable effect on the electron transfer to Al after
phylloquinone is reintroduced to the extracted PSI. This is demonstrated both by the low
temperature X band EPR spectrum that shows the hyperfine coupling is identical to intact
PSI and by the room temperature data that shows the rate of forward electron transfer is
identical for whole cells, isolated PSI and extracted PSI incubated with phylloquinone.
One side effect of the extraction procedure is that a portion of the reaction centres do stop
working. The result is a reduction in the signal to noise ratio of the spectrum following
extraction and incubation; however, the presence of the nonfunctional PSI doesn't
interfere with the spectra obtained.
There is some question about the structural features of phylloquinone that are
responsible for its binding affmity for the Al site. It is known that there is a hydrogen
bond to the backbone of leucine residue A722 (in the A branch) and B706 (in the B
branch) to the carbonyl oxygen in position 1 of phylloquinone, but not to the carbonyl
oxygen in position 4. This bond acts as an electron withdrawing group and increases the
electron density at the 3 position of the ring, meta to the hydrogen bond. By examining
the hyperfme coupling pattern of non-native quinones we can determine the position of
the side chain. Previous studies had shown that when a mutation was introduced (menG)
that prevented the methyl group from being attached during the biosynthesis of
phylloquinone (making 2-phytyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone, PNQ) the quinone was still
oriented in the same way as phylloquinone28 •

This was demonstrated by the
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Emission!Absorption pattern that indicates gxx is parallel to Zd and strong hyperfine
coupling to the -pr~ton on the ring in the 3-position ofPNQ27, 28. This -result stiggested
that it was the phytyl tail and hydrogen bond that were responsible for the orientation of
phylloquinone in the Al site. We selected a series of 2-alkyl 1, 4-naphthoquinones in
order to determine if all monosubstituted naphthoquinones would be positioned with their
side group in the position normally occupied by the phytyl tail. In contrast to the
experiment with menG mutants, the series of experiments we performed with ethyl- and
methyl- naphthoquinone revealed the importance of the methyl group for proper
orientation in the Al site. 2-methyl-I, 4-naphthoquinone (MNQ) exhibited a methyl
hyperfme coupling pattern, indicating that the methyl group was in the same position as
the methyl group of phylloquinone in the Al site. The hfs seem with ethyl
naphthoquinone indicated that the ethyl group is incorporated in the location normally
occupied by the methyl group. Surprisingly, even when naphthoquinones with a single
alkyl side chain of up to 6 carbons are incorporated into PSI, the orientation remains the
same as that of intact Photosystem I, but with the single side chain in the position of the
3-methyl group of phylloquinone (Pushkar et a/., unpublished data, 2002). One might
expect that methyl-naphthoquinone would have the methyl group in the same position as
phylloquinone, but size restrictions would mean that naphthoquinones with longer side
chains would have the side chain forced into the position of the phytyl tail in native PSI 27 •
In the case of2-ethyl-I, 4-naphthoquinone our results show strong hyperfme coupling to
the CH2 group of the ethyl side chain. This indicates that the side chain is located in the
position meta to the hydrogen bond to the protein backbone. Though we cannot state
without a doubt that there is a hydrogen bond from the carbonyl group of the quinone to
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Leucine A722 and B706, it is most likely the case. If the hydrogen bond is present, the
position of the ethyl side chain must be in the same location as the methyl group of
phylloquinone in native PSI in order to exhibit the strong hyperfine splitting. At this
point it is not clear why the non-native Quinones would all be incorporated in the binding
site with their side chain in the position ofthe methyl group.
The shape of the low temperature X band spectrum of ethyl naphthoquinone
indicates that there is strong hyperfme coupling to the ethyl side chain. Deuteration
experiments demonstrated that this coupling is to the methylene group of the ethyl side
chain. The pattern with intensities of 1:2:1 shows that these two protons are equivalent
for if they were not equivalent we would see a pair of doublets rather than the 1:2:1
pattern. To determine the position of the side chain protons, we must fmd the situation
where the two protons are equivalent. The value of the isotropic coupling constant is
proportional to the spin density of the ring carbon, (p;)and to co~e, given by the
following equation27 .
Equation 4-1
Where

e is

the angle between the C-C bonds and the C-H bonds and the pz

orbital27 • The values for Bo and B2 are constants with values of 9 MHz and 122 MHz,
respectiveli7 . For ENQ, where we see two equivalent protons, the angle e must be the
same27 • There are two points where this can occur, shown in the following figure.
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Figure 4-1: Cosine curves for equivalent protons
This shows that there are two possible positions where the protons are equivalent
(i.e., where the curves cross). This corresponds to the C-C bonds being in the same plane
as the naphthoquinone ring, where the C-H bonds have a value ofe = 30° or one of the CH bonds is outside the plane and the C-H bonds have a value ofe = 60° 27. The question
to be answered is what position is more likely? If we assume that the spin density at the
carbon meta to the hydrogen bond (where the ethyl group is bonded) is the same as in
native PSI, only the case where the C-C bond is in the plane of the ring makes sense27 . In
order for the out of plane configuration to occur, the spin density would have to be three
times larger than in native PSI27 . Since we are merely replacing a methyl group with an
ethyl group it is not likely that the spin density would be that much larger. Therefore,
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although the out of plane conformation cannot be ruled out, the most probable orientation
is in the plane, with the protons are straddling the ring21.
These results suggest that the methyl group of phylloquinone plays a significant
role in determining the proper orientation of the quinone in the Al site. The next logical
question is, if the absence of the phytyl tail does not affect the orientation of the quinone,
why does nature go to the trouble of synthesizing it? Our fmdings suggest that the
methyl group is significant, but what should we make of recent experiments with 2phytyl-I, 4-naphthoquinone showed that it also has the correct orientation21,28? The
answer may be related to the midpoint potential of the quinone and its effect on the rate
offorward electron transfer.
Hydroxy-phylloquinone is made by replacing the double bond in the phytyl tail of
phylloquinone with a hydroxy group. These experiments allow some insight into the
effect of the double bond of the phytyl tail, by examining the effect on the EPR spectrum
when it is absent. The low temperature X band EPR spectrum looks identical to that of
native PSI, revealing that the presence or absence of the double bond, being further down
the chain, has very little effect on the hyperfme coupling. However, the rate of forward
electron transfer is slowed, to the point where we cannot determine if there is electron
transfer to Fx. This is not due to the extraction procedure, since the control experiments
indicated that the reconstituted sample containing phylloquinone had the same rate of
electron transfer as intact PSI. The shape of the low temperature spectrum is consistent
with the spectrum of intact PSI, where the hyperfine coupling pattern is due to the methyl
group, and the contribution to the coupling by the phytyl tail is seen only in a blurring of
the I:3:3: 1 quartet pattern.
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When 1, 4-naphthoquinone is incorporated into PSI, the results are variable.
Experiments have been performed where the same technique was used on the same
species of

cyanobacteri~

and a different orientation was obtained in each case. One

possible explanation is because of the small size of this quinone. 1, 4-naphthoquinone is
the head group of phylloquinone, where the methyl group and phytyl tail have been
replaced with protons. This could give the quinone some flexibility in the binding site,
allowing for a distribution of orientations. Or, the quinone could have weaker binding to
the protein32 •

However, recent fmdings have shown something very interesting:

it

appears that the orientation of napthoquinone in the Al site depends on the method of
incubating the quinone (van der Est, unpublished results). This is a reminder of the
importance of ensuring that the method of sample preparation is not affecting
experimental results.
Incorporation of anthraquinone into the Al site gives some remarkable results.
Despite the presence of a ring on the naphthoquinone head group, the orientation in the
binding site remains the same as in native PSI. Room temperature EPR experiments
showed that forward electron transfer is still occurring, and in fact, the rate of electron
transfer to the iron sulfur cluster has increased.

Recent temperature dependence

experiments using PSI incubated with AQ suggest that the rate of electron transfer from

AO to Al has slowed (Pushkar, unpublished results). This is most likely related to the
more negative midpoint potential of AQ compared to phylloquinone.
Results from low temperature X band EPR experiments using disubstituted
Quinones that are similar in size to those of phylloquinone resulted in similar spectra as
those of the monosubstituted Quinones studied. This indicates that when these non-native
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quinones are bound, the methyl group is in the same position as the methyl group in
phylloquinone. When compared to the spectrum of 2-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone, the
spectra are essentially the same, but the hyperfine splitting pattern appears to be more
pronounced. This is an interesting observation, since in native PSI the presence of a side
group at the 2 position causes a decrease in the resolution of the spectrum. It appears that
2-chloromethyl-3-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone (ClMMNQ) contributes less to the
hyperfme coupling than the phytyl tail, and 2-ethylthio-3-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone
(ETMNQ) contributes even less than ClMMNQ. The presence of the chlorine and sulfur
molecules must be responsible for this effect. This could be related to the fact that alkyl
groups are inductively electron donating and halogens are inductively electron
withdrawing3 I .
When a disubstituted quinone with a halogen attached directly to the ring is
introduced into extracted PSI, it creates a very messy situation. The results indicate that
the quinone is not being incorporated into the binding site in a predictable fashion. This
could lead to our spectrum where the hyperfme coupling cannot be resolved, and in fact,
very little can be said about the orientation. Room temperature experiments on PSI
incubated with 2-bromo-3-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinone show that there is electron
transfer to the quinone despite the lack of clarity in determining the incorporation into the
binding site.
Though not all of the rates of forward electron transfer have been determined, it
can be stated without a doubt that forward electron transfer is occurring to the acceptor
when a non-native quinone is present in the Al site. It has also been demonstrated using
extracted PSI incubated with phylloquinone that the isolation, extraction or incubation
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steps are not responsible for any change in the rate of forward electron transfer to the
quinone or the iron sulfur clusters. Thus any change we see in the rate is due to the
incorporation of a non-native quinone into the Al site.

Though electron transfer is

occurring, it is consistently slower than in native PSI, except in the case of
anthraquinone, where it is faster.
Since anthraquinone results in faster electron transfer to the iron sulfur clusters, it

might be tempting to think that it would make a better secondary electron acceptor than
phylloquinone. However, the higher midpoint potential of anthraquinone also makes it
harder for it to accept the electron from Ao. This appears to cause a reduction in the rate
of electron transfer from Ao to anthraquinone (Pushkar et al., unpublished data). In
additiol1, the solubility of anthraquinone is quite low, and getting it incorporated into the

Al site is a challenge all its own.

The rate of electron transfer in PSI is not at its maximum on the Marcus curve,
this was demonstrated by studies that show the temperature dependence of the rate4I .
Room temperature EPR experiments with quinones having a less negative midpoint
potential have rates of electron transfer slower than that of native PSI, and the quinone
with a more negative midpoint potential has a faster rate. These observations suggest that
the rate of electron transfer from P7oo+A 1- to Fx in PSI lies in the normal region of the
Marcus Curve.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
First and foremost these experiments show the remarkable resilience of
Photosystem I. Even after treatment with harsh organic solvents, removal of a vital
cofactor involved in electron transfer, and introduction of a non-native replacement for
Ai, PSI still exhibits forward electron transfer.

X band experiments with the series of monosubstituted naphthoquinones showed
the importance of the 3-methyl side group of phylloquinone in achieving proper
orientation in the Al site. The non-native quinones were incorporated with the single side
chain in the position normally occupied by the 3-methyl group of phylloquinone, even
when the length of the side chain was increased. This also appears to occur with the
series of disubstituted naphthoquinones that all contained a 3-methyl group. However, it
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also appears that incubation of a quinone that contains a halogen such as bromine cannot

be incorporated reproducibly in the Al site.

This was indicated both by the poor

resolution of the EPR spectrum and by the difficulty in obtaining a sample that would
give an adequate signal to obtain an EPR spectrum.
Q band experiments on PSI with non-native Quinones revealed that all of the
monosubstituted naphthoquinones were incorporated into the Al site with the same
headgroup orientation as the native quinone. As well, an interesting result was obtained
with naphthoquinone, where it appears that the technique used for incubating the nonnative quinone determines whether the orientation in the binding site will be the 'correct'
orientation or not. This is presumably due a loss of hydrogen bonding.
These experiments have confIrmed that the rate of electron transfer is reduced
with the replacement of the native phylloquinone with the series of non-native mono- and
di-substituted naphthoquinones.

The exception to this is that incubation with 9, 10-

Anthraquinone results in an increase in the rate of electron transfer to Fx.
Future work to expand on these results includes determining the orientation of the
di-substituted 3-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquinones in the Al site using Q Band EPR. W band
EPR will give us even more information about the orientation of non-native Quinones in
the Al site. In addition, field modulation experiments at room temperature will allow the
determination of the rate of back electron transfer with extracted PSI incubated with nonnative quinones.
The question of whether. we can improve on nature will remain unanswered until
a non-native quinone that is easily incorporated into the Al site and will increase the rate
of forward electron transfer is found. The search continues.
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